CASE STUDY

Hedge fund

with billions in AUM streamlines research management,
gains real-time insights

Picture this… you’re a successful employee-owned
hedge fund that’s been trading for 25 years.
Not only did you survive the 2008 economic
downturn, but you’ve managed to deliver an aboveaverage return rate every year since your founding.
But, when it comes to research, your
analysts aren’t on the same page. Some
are using an old RMS that’s clunky
and not a true SaaS platform. It stores
your research, but it doesn’t show your
unique data-driven research insights the
way you need it to. You’ve got another
group of analysts using a completely
different research management
application. And some of your analysts
aren’t using either. It’s a compliance and
collaboration nightmare.

So, you turn to Mackey
We unify your two existing systems
onto one secure, SaaS-based platform.
We also tailor the system so that it
shows different research content based
on which user is logged in. We help
you design workflows to match your
research process and create tear sheets
for all 60,000 securities you invest in
globally.
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Now, you have one
company-wide research
management platform that’s
powerful, searchable,
and updates in real time.
Not only can different departments share
information more easily, but you also
now have a more consistent, repeatable
investment process. That’s what happens
when you do more of what works.

Want to learn more? Contact us today at
info@mackeycorp.com

About MackeyRMS
MackeyRMS is a provider of SaaS-delivered research
management software engineered to optimize the way
analysts and portfolio managers generate, share, debate and
act on investment research conducted for actively managed
portfolios. Relied upon as a single system of record for research
supporting the investment process, Mackey is used by many
of the world’s leading investment managers to organize key
investment workflows, engender trust from investors, and
streamline regulatory and compliance oversight. Mackey is used
by institutional asset managers and asset owners across the
Americas, EMEA and APAC regions.
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